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Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

Understand Fusion 360 software’s solid, surface, and T-Splines modeling tools,
and learn how best to use each toolset
Discover Fusion 360 software’s hidden and advanced modeling functionality
Understand bad modeling practices and how you can avoid and overcome them
Learn how to achieve successful 3D models with speed and precision

Description
Design products faster and get better results by learning how Fusion 360 software’s modeling
tools work under the hood. In this class, we’ll describe best practices and advanced features in
Fusion 360 software’s Model, Patch, and Sculpt toolsets; provide modeling workflow tips and
tricks; and explain how to avoid and overcome bad modeling practices. Come and learn how to
improve your day-to-day modeling workflows and become an expert in Fusion 360 modeling.

Speaker(s)
Jake Fowler is a Principal Experience Designer for Autodesk Fusion 360, responsible for
defining the user experience in Fusion 360’s sketching, sculpting and modeling environments.
He has been at Autodesk for 11 years, previously working on Autodesk Inventor and Autodesk
ShapeManager (Autodesk’s 3D modeling kernel). Jake is currently based at Autodesk’s China
Research and Development center in Shanghai, and previously worked in Autodesk Cambridge,
UK. He holds a Master of Engineering degree in Innovation & Engineering Design from the
University of Bath, UK.
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Golden rules of modeling
Understanding bodies and components

Part

Part

Assembly

Traditional CAD software usually defines parts and
assemblies into two distinct file types. A part file only
represents the geometry (and ‘recipe’) of a single part of
your design. An assembly file only represents the
assembled relationships between other part and
assembly files.

Assembly

Part

Design

Design

~
~

Part

Fusion 360 does away with this separation of part and
assembly definitions: a single Fusion 360 Design can
represent both part information and assembly
relationships in a single document. Fusion does allow
you, in addition, to reference one Design into another,
enabling you to use a more traditional multi-document
CAD workflow if so desired (many people use a hybrid
of the two approaches).

Components are the foundational building blocks of
Fusion 360’s flexible design management system. A
component can either be equivalent to a part (i.e. has
no child components) or an assembly (i.e. has child
components).

Assembly
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A component representing a single part can be thought
of as conceptually similar to an individual part file in
traditional CAD. It contains all the information needed to
describe a part in your model: 3D geometry, sketches,
work geometry, feature history, parameters, a local
coordinate system, etc.

Most of these ‘part’ components will eventually have a
single solid body representing the physical object to
manufacture. However, as with part files in traditional
CAD software, it is sometimes useful for ‘parts’ to
contain multiple bodies (for example, creating multiple
lumps of material that are subsequently combined to
describe the final shape). Therefore Fusion allows a
single component to have multiple bodies, which
introduces the distinction between what a body is and
what a component is.

belongs to

Fundamentally, a component is one level higher than a
body in the model hierarchy: bodies belong to a
component.

A body is essentially just a piece of material. Changes
to that material are applied with respect to the
component’s local 3D space.
Body

Component

A component represents the entire set of data used to
describe a part of your assembly: it has its own local
coordinate system, parameters and feature history, and
in addition to bodies, it may contain other objects used
in defining the part (sketches, work geometry, etc.).
Changes to a component are considered within the
context of the overall assembly.
When using modeling tools in Fusion that can apply to
either bodies or components, this is an important
distinction to understand. In your mind, you should
equate a ‘body’ to a ‘lump of material in a part’ and a
‘component’ to ‘part of an assembly’.

Patterning these two different object types can be
thought of like this:
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Patterning a body
= Patterning a lump of material in a part
= Creating an array of identical 3D shapes within your
part. Other related objects (e.g. sketches used to create
the body) will not be patterned.
Patterning a component
= Patterning part of an assembly
= Creating multiple instances of a part (including all of
the objects it contains). Patterning a component rather
than the body ensures that subsequent shape changes
to that part will be reflected in all instances.
Moving these two different object types can be thought
of like this:
Moving a body
= Moving a lump of material in a part
= Moving some geometry around within the 3D space of
the part. This will be a parametric, time-dependent
change. Related objects (e.g. sketches used to create
the body) will not be moved along with the body.
Moving a component
= Moving part of an assembly
= Changing the location of that part in your assembly.
This is considered by Fusion as a change in the
kinematic state of the assembly, not as a parametric
change, so no feature will be created in the timeline.

Working with different body types
Technically speaking, Fusion 360 design support 3 core
body types:
-

B-rep bodies (i.e. solid, surface and sheet metal
bodies)
T-Splines bodies
Mesh bodies
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B-rep bodies are the foundation of Fusion 360 modeling.
Tools in the Model, Patch and Sheet Metal workspaces will
create B-rep bodies.
(B-rep stands for Boundary Representation, which is the
standard data structure used by Fusion (and most other
mechanical CAD packages) for creating/saving/editing 3D
geometry.)
Solid bodies (and Sheet Metal bodies) are bodies that
represent a watertight manufacturable solid object. These
bodies are compatible with all Fusion workspaces and
workflows, and should be primary body type for any Fusion
model going into manufacture.

B-rep Body
~10s faces
Large
Any-sided

If a B-rep body has any gaps making it non-watertight, it
will be shown as a surface body in the browser. These are
not technically manufacturable themselves, but are usually
used as intermediate objects in the construction of solid
bodies.
B-rep modeling tools are designed to make it very easy to
create precise analytic geometry (i.e. shapes made up of
planes, cylinders, spheres, etc.), and to keep geometry
watertight and manufacturable whenever possible. Their
main downside is that the tools do not lend themselves to
creating organic shapes easily.
T-Splines bodies are created by tools in the Sculpt
workspace (accessed using the Create Form command).
The Sculpt tools are essentially subdivision modeling tools
(sometimes called polygon modeling), which are designed
to allow the easy creation and exploration of smooth
organic shapes. They also keep bodies watertight
wherever possible, but are less precise than B-rep
modeling for creating analytic geometry (i.e. cylinders,
spheres, etc. will be only be approximations, not ‘pure’
analytic geometry).

T-Splines Body
~100s faces
Medium
4-sided

A huge benefit of T-Splines over similar technology is that
they can be converted with 100% accurately into B-rep
geometry. This conversion will happen automatically when
clicking ‘Finish Form’ in the Sculpt environment: behind
their scenes Fusion is converting the T-Splines body to a
B-rep body. This makes T-Splines the perfect companion
to B-rep modeling: organic shapes can be modelling in TSplines, converted to a B-rep, and then worked on with the
Model/Patch modeling tools to create manufacturable
bodies made up of a combination of freeform and precision
geometry.
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Mesh bodies are most commonly imported into Fusion via
STL or OBJ files. Most mesh bodies are one of two types:
•
•

Triangle Mesh Body
~1000s faces
Small
3-sided

Triangle meshes (i.e. meshes with 3-sided faces):
usually originating from 3D scanned data or STL
files.
Quad meshes (i.e. meshes with mostly/all 4-sided
faces, tessellated in a grid formation): usually
originating from subdivision modeling software
(Maya, 3ds Max, Blender, etc.) via an OBJ file.

Fusion 360’s Mesh workspace tool only work on triangle
meshes*, providing a simple set of tools for remeshing and
repairing defects in this type of mesh. However, the Mesh
workspace does not provide an extensive toolset for
creating or modeling with mesh bodies.
*(Quad meshes can be converted to triangle meshes using
Triangulate from the body’s context menu).
Mesh bodies in general can only be used with a limited set
of Fusion workflows. To be fully-functional Fusion bodies,
mesh bodies need to be converted to B-Rep bodies.
Quad meshes are fortunately straightforward to convert.
Use the Convert command to convert the mesh to a TSplines body, then convert the T-Splines to a B-rep using
Convert/Finish Form. If you have control over the density of
the quad mesh, note that low-density meshes tend to give
the best results for this workflow.

Quad Mesh Body
~100s faces
Medium
4-sided

Unfortunately converting triangle mesh bodies to B-rep is
more difficult. A direct ‘Mesh to BRep’ conversion tool
exists (in Base Feature and direct modeling), but it
converts every face of the mesh into a face on the B-rep
body: this will usually give you a very dense and
impractical B-rep body. To create a high-quality B-rep
version of a mesh body, the two following ‘rebuild’
workflows are recommended:
•

•

For curved/aesthetic shapes, use the T-Splines
retopology tools (Pull, and tools with Object
Snapping) to recreate the mesh as a T-Splines
body, then Finish Form to convert that to a B-rep.
For mechanical shapes, use the Mesh Section
workflow (Create Mesh Section, then Fit Curves to
Mesh Section) to create sketches representing key
cross-sections of the model, then use the modeling
tools to build geometry from these.
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Achieving smooth geometry
When trying to achieve a smooth connection between two
adjacent curves or faces, it’s important to build that
information into your model using continuity constraints.
Continuity constraints can be applied in the following
places:
•
•
•
•

Different directions

Stripes disconnected

Same direction,
different lengths

Between Sketch curves
At Loft profiles/rails supported by existing faces
At Patch edges
At Match edges (in the Sculpt workspace)

A G0 connection (referred to as Coincident in sketch and
Connected in the modeling tools) means that two
edges/faces are touching, but not smooth with each other,
resulting in a sharp connection. This should be used where
smoothness is not required (although if connected
edges/faces appear that they should be smooth, it is
recommended to apply at least G1 continuity, rather than
have a G0 connection that’s nearly G1, which can introduce
downstream problems).
At a G0 connection, curvature combs will point in different
directions, and zebra analysis will show a disconnection
between zebra stripes.

A G1 connection (referred to as Tangent in
sketch/modeling) means that two edges/faces are
technically smooth, but the connection will not reflect light
smoothly, which may result in a visible ‘seam’ on the
manufactured part if located in a visible area. This should
be used where a smooth connection is required for
engineering purposes, but aesthetics are not of concern.
At a G1 connection, curvature combs will point in the same
direction but be of different lengths, and zebra stripe
analysis will display stripes that are connected but have a
sharp edge.

Stripes connected, with sharp turn
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Same direction, same length
(red line connected)

Stripes connected smoothly

A G2 connection (referred to as Curvature in
sketch/modeling) means that two edges/faces are both
technically and aesthetically smooth (i.e. light will be
reflected smoothly). This should be used where two
connected surfaces need to appear as one single surface
on the manufactured part.
At a G2 connection, curvature combs will point in the same
direction and be of the same length (the red line should be
touching at the connection, although it doesn’t necessarily
need to be smooth: a smooth red line actually denotes that
a connection is G3 continuous), and zebra stripe analysis
will display stripes that are smoothly connected.

Applying continuity is usually a must for achieving smooth
connections; but even if continuity is applied correctly,
surfaces may have aesthetic imperfections if splines are
not well defined.
Any shapes that can’t be described by simple geometric
shapes (lines, arcs, circles, etc.) need to be defined by a
spline of some kind. A spline is a smooth shape whose
form is controlled by a series of control points. Examples of
splines in Fusion are:
-

Spline curves in Sketch
T-Splines in Sculpt
Loft surfaces (where the profiles act as ‘control
points’)

The most important rule of thumb for any spline-based
geometry is that fewer control points gives you higherquality geometry.
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Many control points

Uneven curvature
profile

Fewer control points,
use handles for shape control

Spline curves in sketch are the most common occurrence
of splines in Fusion. When drawing a spline to match a
desired profile, it’s tempting to add a long series of control
points that pass through regular points along the desired
shape. However, this approach tends to result in having
more control points than truly necessary, making the shape
more difficult to control and likely resulting in an uneven
curvature profile. This can not only result in visible
imperfections in the shape, but the additional complexity in
the spline also means that downstream operations could be
more likely to fail.
Fusion will maintain high curvature quality in the curve
regions between control points, so to maximize the quality
of your spline you need to minimize the number of control
points.
Always start by creating a very rough spline using as few
control points as possible (as a rough guide, try to use only
one control point per direction change in the curve). Then
use the tangent handles (and/or curvature handles if
needed) to achieve the desired shape. Only add extra
points if absolutely necessary. Simpler spline curves will
give you higher-quality resultant surfaces; you can enable
Curvature Display on the spline to validate the results.

Smooth curvature
profile

Many faces
Difficult to acheive smooth curvature profile

T-Splines require the same mindset as sketch splines:
fewer control points will give you a higher quality surface.
Start a T-Splines surface with a very small number of faces,
and only subdivide/insert edges in regions where it’s not
possible to achieve the desired shape using Edit Form
alone.

Fewer faces
Easier to achieve smooth curvature profile

However, this needs to be balanced with avoiding too much
‘tension’ in the surface: if you need to drag control points a
very long distance to achieve a desired shape, and/or you
can see any large distances between any control frame
points and their respective surface points, you should
consider adding more edges.
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Long series of loft profiles
Surface
discontinuities

Loft features observe a similar behavior, but with respect
to the number of profiles. Adding too many profiles can
result in wavy surfaces, and can introduce surface
discontinuities.

Start and end profiles only, one rail

Only define profiles at points where the cross-section shape
of the loft needs to fundamentally change. Use a centerline
or rails to control the shape along the length of the loft
rather than using a series of profiles to do this.

Clean surface

Debugging modeling failures
Modeling operation failures are very often caused by one
or two small problematic areas on the model. Finding
these problematic areas is really the biggest challenge –
once these are known, successful fixes or workaround
attempts are a lot more feasible.
The best approach to finding problematic areas is to try
and get a successful result on a limited area of the model,
then slowly increase the size of that area until you hit the
failure: this gives you a strong hint of the problematic
region on the model.
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Loop not recognized
as profile

Draw dividing line

Problem must be
in this area

When a seemingly closed sketch loop is not being
identified as a profile, this is nearly always due to one or
more imperceptible gaps between sketch curves. To find
these gaps, draw a line halfway through the sketch profile.
If one side of this line now forms a profile, this shows that
there are no gaps on that side of the line, so any gaps
must be on the other side. Drag the end points of the line
to slowly increase the ‘good’ portion of the sketch and
narrow down the problem area.

Drag ends of dividing line

Problem must be
in this small area

For modeling features acting on a large number of
faces/edges, such as thicken or fillet, the key is to
reproduce the same problem on as small a portion of the
model as possible. In the case of thicken, start by
thickening a single face, then add faces one by one until
the operation fails. Then try again and start in that
suspected region, until you’ve determined the minimum
range of faces needed to reproduce the problem. A similar
approach can be used for fillet edges.
If the problematic area is found and a workaround is not
obvious, try recreating some faces in the suspected area
(enter the Patch workspace, delete a face, use Loft/Patch
to rebuild it, Stitch to form a solid body, then attempt the
operation again). This can sometimes resolve ‘hidden’
issues with the input geometry.
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Modeling tools under-the-hood

Extrude
Used to create a body with a constant cross section traveling in a straight line.

Profile
Specifies the profiles/faces to extrude. Multiple profiles can
be selected, but they must all lie on the same plane.

Start
Specifies where the extrusion starts from.
Start

Profile Plane

•
•
•

Start

Offset Plane

Start

From Object

Profile Plane will extrude from the profile itself.
Offset Plane will extrude from a plane parallel to the
profile plane, offset by a specified Offset distance.
From Object will extrude from a selected Object,
which can be face, plane or point (the chosen
profile(s) will effectively be projected onto the
selected geometry, and the extrude will start from
there). Faces/planes do not need to be parallel to the
profile plane, and faces can even be non-planar (in
these cases, the end of the extrusion will match the
shape of the ‘From’ object).
Picking a point will effectively create an invisible
plane parallel to profile plane which passes through
the selected point, and extrude from there.
An Offset distance from this object can also be
specified.
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Distance

Direction

Side 2 Distance

One Side

Side 1 Distance

Direction
Specifies which direction the shape is extruded away from
the Start location.
•
•

Direction

Two Side

•
Distance

Direction

Symmetric

Measurement

Half Length

Distance

Direction

Symmetric

Measurement

Full Length

One Side will extrude away from the Start in one
direction.
Two Side will extrude away from the Start in both
directions. In this mode, the Side 1 and Side 2 inputs
allow you to control the extent options and taper
angle independently for each direction.
Symmetric will extrude away from the Start in both
directions, with the same distance and taper angle on
both sides.
o In this mode, Measurement will allow you to
determine whether the value you type is
specifies the whole length of the extrusion, or
just the length of one half

Note that extrude directions always travel normal to the
profile plane.
If you wish to perform an extrusion in a direction other than
the profile plane normal, use a Sweep with a linear path
travelling in the desired direction (under the hood, Extrude
actually uses the same geometry creation logic as Sweep).

Extent
Specifies where the extrusion extends to.
•
•

Distance will extrude to a specified Distance value.
To Object will terminate the extrude at a specified
Object, which can be a body, face, plane or point.
You can specify an Offset distance from the object.
You should always use this mode when the extrusion
needs to intersect with an object. This captures your
design intent and ensures a clean, robust model.
Using approximated distance values to create
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intersections can lead to downstream modeling
failures.
o

If a face is selected, Chain Faces will
determine what happens if the extrude profile
extends beyond the boundary of the face.
§ Chain Faces will include any faces
connected to the selected face, and
allow the extrusion to terminate
against these. This will only work if
there are connected faces that fully
cover the profile shape, but this will
usually work well with any complex
geometry.
§ Extend Faces will extend the
selected face to create a larger region
for the extrusion to terminate against.
This is useful where the selected face
doesn’t fully overlap the profile shape,
but if the face has complex geometry
(e.g. if the face was generated by a TSplines body), the face extension may
not work and result in a failure.

o

If a face or body is selected, and there are
multiple locations at which the extruded body
could potentially terminate, Solution will
determine where the extrusion terminates.
§ Min Solution will terminate at the
location closest to the Start point.
§ Max Solution will terminate at the
location furthest from the Start point

To Object (face)

Chain Faces

Chain Faces

To Object (face)

Chain Faces

Extend Faces

To Object

Solution

Min Solution

To Object

Solution

Max Solution
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•

All will extrude through the entire visible model (use
Flip to flip the direction of this). If you want to exclude
any geometry from this, toggle its visibility before
performing the extrusion.

Taper Angle
Specifies a taper angle for the extrusion. This will not be
available if the Start is From Object and the selected object is
a non-planar face.
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Sweep
Used to create a body with a constant cross section along a defined path.

Profile

Type
Specifies what inputs are used to define the swept body.
•

Path
Type

Path

•
Profile

Path
Guide Rail
Type

Path + Guide Rail

Profile

Path
Type

•

Guide Surface
Path + Guide Surface

Path is the simplest and most commonly used
mode. This will sweep the specified profile along
the path, while aiming to minimize the amount of
twist in the body. If you do get undesirable twist,
you can use one of the other modes to control the
twist with additional guide geometry.
Path + Guide Rail will use a path and guide rail
to determine the sweep shape. The Guide Rail
will guide the twisting of the sweep, and by
default will also scale the sweep (although this
can be controlled).
The twisting control applied by the guide rail can
be pictured by imagining a straight line drawn
between the path and guide rail. The rotation of
this line as it travels along the two curves
corresponds to the twisting applied to the swept
body.
Path + Guide Surface (available Nov 2017) will
use a path and guide surface to determine the
sweep shape. The Guide Surface will guide the
twisting of the sweep.
The twisting applied by the guide surface can be
pictured by imagining surface normal directions at
the closest points between the surface and path.
The rotation of this normal as it travels along the
path corresponds to the twisting applied to the
swept body.

Profile
Specifies the profiles to sweep. Multiple profiles can be
selected, but they must all lie on the same plane.
Path
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Specifies the edges/curves to sweep along. The path
must pass through the profile plane.
If path selection is picking up unwanted extra curves, try
unchecking Chain Selection and picking connected
edges individually.
Distance
Specifies the length of the sweep, relative to the length of
the path, e.g. 1.0 will sweep the full length of the path,
0.5 will sweep half, etc. Multiple Distance values will be
shown in cases where the sweep extends in both
directions away from the profile.

When the Type is Path, the following controls will be
available:

5°

Orientation
Taper Angle

Perpendicular

•

-5.0 deg

•
60°

Orientation
Twist Angle

Path

Perpendicular
60.0 deg

Taper Angle specifies a taper angle for the
sweep (i.e. using a negative taper value, the
sweep cross-section will get smaller as it travels
along the path; with a positive taper value it will
get larger).
Twist Angle specifies the twisting of the swept
body as it travels along the path. This twisting will
occur around the path, so you will get different
results depending on where the path is with
respect to the profile. The amount of twisting is
measured in degrees of twist between the start
and end of the sweep. So to twist by n complete
revolutions, you can type a Twist Angle value of n
* 360.

Path
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Sections parallel to profile

Orientation

Parallel

•

Sections perpendicular to path

Orientation

Orientation specifies the orientation of the profile
as it sweeps along the path.
o Perpendicular will rotate the profile as it
sweeps along the path so that it always
stays perpendicular to the path.
o Parallel will keep the profile parallel to
the original profile plane.

Perpendicular

When the Type is Path + Guide Rail, the following
controls will be available:

Sweep ends
perpendicular to Path end
Extent

Perpendicular to Path

•

Extent specifies how the sweep terminates.
o Perpendicular to Path will terminate the
sweep with a plane perpendicular to the
path (similar to a regular Perpendicular
sweep). This sometimes results in the
sweep not reaching all the way to the
ends of the path and guide rail.
o Full Extents will terminate the sweep at
the ends of the path and guide rail. This is
typically more useful when trying to
create a ‘two-rail sweep’-type body.

Sweep ends
at both Path end and Guide Rail end
Extent

Full Extents
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Profile Scaling

Scale

Profile Scaling

Stretch

Profile Scaling

None

•

Profile Scaling specifies how the cross-section
scales as it travels along the path
o Scale will uniformly scale the crosssection (i.e. scale in both the X and Y
dimensions of the profile) as the distance
between the path and guide rail
increases/decreases.
o Stretch will scale the cross-section in the
X dimension only as the distance
between the path and guide rail
increases/decreases.
o None will not scale the cross-section
along the sweep, i.e. the cross-section
will stay exactly the same size as the
original profile. Use this when option you
are using the Guide Rail purely to control
sweep twist, and want the sweep crosssection to stay constant.

•

Flip will be shown where the path extends in both
directions from the profile. Path + Guide Rail
sweeps cannot be created in two directions, so
the flip button determines which direction to
create the sweep.
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Loft
Used to create a body that smoothly transitions between two or more crosssection profiles

Profiles
Specifies the profiles to loft between. Unlike most other tools,
loft profiles can be non-planar. The lofted body will pass
through the profiles in the order they are listed, so ordering is
important. Use the Reorder buttons to reorder any out-ofplace profiles in the list.
When picking edges/sketch curves to specify profiles,
connected edges/curves will automatically chain together to
form a single profile. To force the next selection to start a new
profile, use the ‘+’ button in the table.

Cross-section transitions
linearly between profiles

Guide Type
Specifies whether guide curves will act as rails or a centerline
•

Guide Type

Rails

•

Cross-section normal
to centerline

Guide Type

Rails will constrain the loft so that the lofted body
passes through them. You can supply any number of
rails to a loft. Unlike profiles, rails are not orderdependent, so rail reordering is not needed.
Rails use the same selection and chaining logic as
profiles: when selecting adjacent edges/curves, use
the ‘+’ button to force the next selection to become a
new rail.
Centerline will act in a similar way to how the Path
controls a sweep – it will not only control the shape
along the loft, but will also guide the loft cross-section
so that it stays perpendicular to the centerline (very
much like a Perpendicular sweep).
The big restriction for Centerline mode is that only one
centerline can be defined. However, if you do only
want to use a single guide curve, defining it as a
centerline rather than a rail will probably give you a
smoother and more predictable shape.

Centerline
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Connected (G0)

If the profile is a model face or edge, the following options will
be available:
•

Tangent (G1)

•

•

Curvature (G2)

Connected (G0) will connect the loft with the
face/edge, but will not attempt to make it smooth with
the adjacent body. The loft will simply flow with the
‘path of least resistance’ to the next loft profile.
Tangent (G1) will connect the loft with G1 continuity to
the supporting face(s). Use this mode when a smooth
connection is required but aesthetic quality is not a
priority.
Curvature (G2) – the loft will connect with G2
continuity to the supporting face(s). This is the best
choice when the aesthetic quality of the result is
important.
When the active profile/rail has tangent or curvature
continuity applied, a Tangency Weight control will
appear in the dialog (with a corresponding manipulator
in-canvas) which allows you to control the amount of
influence that the tangent/curvature continuity has
over the overall shape of the lofted body.

Connected

If the profile is a sketch profile or curve, the following options
will be available:
•

Direction

•

Connected - the loft will connect with the
profile/curves, flowing with the ‘path of least
resistance’ to the next loft profile.
Direction – the loft will connect with the profile/curves,
and travel in a specified direction, controlled by the
Takeoff Angle input/manipulator. The Takeoff
Weight input/manipulator can be used to control the
amount of influence that this takeoff direction has over
the overall shape of the lofted body.
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Sharp

If the profile is a sketch point or construction point, the
following options will be available:
•
•
Point Tangent

Sharp - the loft will connect to the point at a sharp
point, flowing with the ‘path of least resistance’ to the
next loft profile.
Point Tangent - the loft will connect to the point by
transitioning to a single tangent direction, resulting in a
smooth dome shape passing through the point. The
Tangency Weight control allows you to control the
influence of this condition, which will affect the shape
of the dome.

Closed
The Closed checkbox will connect the last and first profiles, so
that the loft forms a continuous loop.
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Mapping
Loft mapping determines which each point on Profile 1
connects to each point on Profile 2, and so on. By default loft
bodies will aim to minimize unexpected twisting, but
occasionally some points between profiles may not map as
expected.
Mapping controls are not shown in the Loft dialog, but for
most lofts mapping manipulators will be visible on the loft
preview body. Drag a manipulator along the profile to
manually control that mapping point.
Double-click a mapping point will select all of the mapping
points from that profile. Dragging one of these will now
override the global twist for that entire section. This can used
to apply a global twist (or to counteract unexpected global
twist).
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Pattern/Mirror
Used to create an associative pattern of features or objects.

In all four pattern tools – Rectangular Pattern, Circular
Pattern, Pattern on Path and Mirror –the Pattern
Type determines the type of object to pattern:

How Pattern Faces works
Faces to pattern

Detach faces and
pattern instances

Extend open edges
of patterned faces

•

Faces will pattern a set of faces. Internally,
this works by ‘detaching’ and copying the
selected faces, then extending any open
edges and re-intersecting them with the main
body. A common source of pattern faces
problems is that the open edges on the
pattern instances are extended but don’t
intersect the rest of the model. Therefore
when encountering a face pattern failure,
picture what those extended faces would look
like and identify any that would not encounter
the main body. You may need to add/remove
faces from the selection to remedy this.

Re-intersect to
form solid body
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•

Bodies will pattern one or more whole bodies.
Use this pattern type when your intent is to
pattern entire bodies rather than portions of a
body (attempting this in Faces mode may
result in unexpected failures).

•

Features will pattern a selected set of
features. A Compute Option menu is available
in this mode, allowing some control over how
the pattern is computed. Optimized is
designed for the fastest computation, but if the
results are not as expected one of the other
modes should give correct results.
o Optimized will pattern the faces of the
feature, similar to when Pattern Type
is Faces, i.e. open faces from the
feature will be extended and reintersected with the model. This mode
gives the best performance, but is less
‘smart’ than the other modes may not
always pattern the full design intent of
the original features.
o Identical will intelligently rebuild the
feature for each occurrence, resulting
in better design intent capture than
Optimized mode, but assumes that
each occurrence is of identical length.
If the instances are of different lengths
(e.g. terminating against a non-flat
surface), the instances may terminate
incorrectly.
o Adjust will intelligently rebuild the
feature for each occurrence, and
adjusts the instance sizes to fully
capture the design intent. This should
give the most accurate results, but
may be slow to compute for patterns
with large numbers of instances. This
mode is recommended with the other
modes do not give expected results.
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•

Components will pattern one or more entire
components. Use this pattern type when the
intent is to create an array of identical
parts/subassemblies in your design.

Each command then offers specific control for
positioning pattern instances:
•

Rectangular Pattern
o Directions specifies which direction(s)
to create new instances.
o Distance Type determines what the
Distance values measure:
§ Extent – Distance values
specify the distance between
the first and last instances.
§ Spacing – Distance values
specify the distance between
two adjacent instances.
o Quantity specifies the number of
instances for each direction.
o Distance controls the distance
specified by the Distance Type setting.
o Direction Type determines whether
instances are created in One
Direction away from the input
geometry, or Symmetric in both
directions.

•

Circular Pattern
o Axis specifies the centroid of the
pattern instances.
o Type determines whether to create a
Full 360 degree pattern, a pattern in
one direction by a specified Angle, or
a pattern Symmetric in two directions
by a specified angle.
o Total Angle specifies the angle in
Angle/Symmetric modes.
o Quantity specifies the number of
instances.

•

Pattern on Path
o Path picks the path to pattern along.
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o
o

o
o
o

o

•

Quantity specifies the number of
instances.
Distance Type determines what the
Distance value measures:
§ Extent – Distance values
specify the distance along the
path between the first and last
instances.
§ Spacing – Distance values
specify the distance along the
path between two adjacent
instances.
Distance controls the distance
specified by the Distance Type setting.
Start Point specifies a parametric
distance (0~1) along the path to
consider as the start of the pattern.
Direction determines whether
instances are created in One
Direction away from the input
geometry, or Symmetric in both
directions.
Orientation determined whether
instances are created with an
Identical orientation to the input
geometry, or whether to adjust
orientation of instances based on the
Path Direction.

Mirror
o Mirror Plane picks the plane/planar
face to mirror across.

All pattern commands (besides Mirror) also offer a
Suppress option. Enabling this will show checkboxes
on the model at each instance, which allows you to
suppress/unsuppress specific instances in the pattern.
This will not impact the model unless you choose to
suppress some instances, but you may wish to
disable this option when the in-canvas suppression
checkboxes obscure your view of the model.
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Press Pull
Used to tweak faces/edges on a model.

This tool is very useful for making small model
changes when working with imported geometry, or
near the end of a modeling workflow, where trying to
find and modify old features may be
difficult/impossible.

Selection
Specifies the objects to tweak.
•
•

If the selection is a sharp edge, a Fillet
feature will be started for that edge.
If the selection is a face, an Offset Faces
feature will be started for that face.
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Offset Faces is a unique tool in that it has the ability
to modify existing features rather than creating new
ones. This behavior is controlled by the Offset Type
option:
•

•

•

Modify Existing Feature will modify
existing features rather than create a new
feature. Only faces that correspond to an
editable feature will be selectable in this
mode.
The kind of feature modification performed
will depend on how the face was originally
created, for example:
• If the selected face was generated from
a sketch, the original sketch edges will
be modified.
• If the selected face was generated at the
end of an Extrude/Revolve feature, the
originating Extrude/Revolve feature will
be modified.
• If the selected face was generated from
a Fillet, the original fillet feature will be
modified.
This mode is beneficial if you want to keep
the number of features in your timeline a
minimum and keep model dimensions easily
traceable. However, modifying existing
features can result in a large number of
downstream features being recomputed,
which may require a long wait and/or
introduce feature referencing issues.
New Offset will create a new Offset Faces
feature, regardless of whether the face
corresponds to an editable feature or not.
This results in additional timeline features,
but will not require existing features to be
recomputed, and therefore may give better
performance and robustness.
Automatic – This mode lets Fusion decide
which approach to use, with a preference for
Modify Existing Features behavior. If the
selected face corresponds to an editable
feature, Modify Existing Features behavior
will be used. If it doesn’t correspond to an
existing feature, New Offset behavior will be
used.
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An important note when using the Offset Faces tool
is that Fusion will automatically offset any faces
smoothly connected (i.e. G1 or G2) to the selected
face (except Fillets, which are handled specially). If
an offset is performing slowly, this may be the root
cause. A single face with no smoothly-connected
faces will usually offset with ease, but a complex
surface with a wide chain of smoothly-connected
faces sill require a lot more computation to offset
and may struggle.
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Move/Copy
Used to move/copy objects in 3D space.

Move Object
Determines which type of object to move.
•

•

Components will move entire components. Similarly
to component dragging, movement will only be
possible within the degrees of freedom allowed by any
applied Joints. Also similarly to component dragging,
moving a component changes the model’s kinematic
state, but not its parametric state, so the movement
will not be captured by a Move feature in the timeline.
In order to parametrically capture the new component
location, a Capture Position feature should be added
to the timeline.
o Enabling the Capture Position checkbox in
the Move dialog will create this feature for you
automatically once the Move is complete.
Bodies… will move bodies*. Moving a body will
reposition it with respect to its parent component. If
you move a body in a component with multiple
instances, all of those instances will be updated
simultaneously.
*(In Base Features and direct modeling designs, this
mode will also allow you to move construction
geometry, sketches or canvases; thus the ellipsis!)
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•

Faces will move individual faces. This allows you
make small design adjustments (such as moving
bosses or holes).
Note that this is not the same as Press Pull: Move will
translate/rotate faces, while Press Pull will offset
faces. This will behave similarly on planar faces, but
any non-planar faces will produce different results.
This is easiest to observe on a cylindrical face: Move
Face will shift the cylinder without changing its
diameter, while Press Pull will increase the size of the
cylinder without changing its centerpoint.

•

Sketch Objects will move objects within a sketch.
Using this command you can pull sketch objects away
from their sketch plane and into 3D space.

Move Type
Determines how movements are specified. Note that you can
change this while the Move command is active: when
switching type, Fusion will ‘commit’ any pending movement as
a timeline feature and begin a new Move feature.
•

•

•

Free Move allows you to freely change pivots,
translate, and rotate in all 3 axes. This mode provides
the most flexibility for moving objects, but the major
downside is that it will not be able to store values in
the Move timeline feature for editing later (this is
because the triad moves with the object, so
movements are order-dependent: moving 100mm then
rotating 45 degrees gives a different result to rotating
45 degrees then moving 100mm).
Translate will translate the selection. The Direction of
movement can defined by the global Design XYZ
axes, parent Component XYZ axes, or in a single
specified Pick Direction.
Rotate will rotate around a single specified Axis.
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•

•

Values/inputs can be edited later

❌

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Point to Point will translate between two points. The
two points do not need to belong to object(s) being
moved: technically Fusion will just take the XYZ
distance between the selected Origin Point and
Target Point, and apply that transform to the selected
objects.
Point to Position will translate a selected Point to a
specified XYZ position (which can be with respect to
either the Design’s or parent Component’s
Coordinate System). Selecting the point will display
that point’s existing XYZ coordinates in the dialog box.
Change these values to translate the selected
object(s) by the corresponding distance. Again, the
selected point does not need to belong to the object:
this is really just used to specify the translation to
apply to the selection.

Translate, Rotate, Point to Point and Point to Position will all
store their specified inputs parametrically, so using one of
these four modes is recommended if possible, as this will
allow you to edit the values/inputs later on if desired.

Create Copy
Enabling this will create a copy of the selected geometry, and
move the copied geometry instead of the original selection.
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Fillet
Used to round-off sharp corners or blend surfaces together.

Edges
Selects the edges to fillet. If you want to fillet all the
edges of a face or feature, consider using a Rule Fillet
for this, which will update more intelligently if the
faces/feature are edited in the timeline.
Selections
Expanding the Selections table allows you to perform
multiple different-sized fillets in a single fillet feature.
Add Selections will start a new row to the Edge Sets
table. This table lists the type and size of each fillet in
the feature – pick a row to activate that selection.
Fusion will internally re-order the fillets listed in this
table to give the most optimal results, so if you are
having difficulty applying fillets across multiple fillet
features, try combining those fillets into a single feature
using this table.
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Type
Determines how the fillet is calculated.
•
Type

Constant Radius

Equal radii

•
Type

Chord Length

Equal
chord length

•

Constant Radius will generate a ‘rolling ball’
fillet with a constant Radius value – if you
imagine a ball bearing rolling along the two
faces, the path this ball follows represents the
resultant fillet shape.
This is the standard mode to use for easily
manufacturable fillets. However, for aesthetic
blends Chord Length fillet may give more
attractive results (visually, Constant Radius
fillets will create a wider fillet where the input
edges are very sharp, and a narrower fillet
where the edges are shallow).
Chord Length generates a fillet of a constant
Chord Length value (i.e. fillet faces will have a
constant width). In order to achieve this, the
actual radius of the fillet will vary between sharp
and shallow edges. This usually gives more
aesthetically-pleasing results on edges with
varying sharpness.
Variable Radius generates a fillet with multiple
specified Radius values. By default, a start and
end radius can be specified. Click on the edge
to add additional intermediate radius points.
Click a manipulator to activate a point and
change its radius. The second in-canvas value
allows you to tweak the parametric position
(0~1) of the active point.

Tangent Chain
Determines whether Fusion automatically selects the
tangent-continuous chain of edges connected to the
selected edges. If you are encountering a fillet issue
with a chain of edges, it is sometimes useful to disable
this checkbox and pick the chain edge by edge, which
may reveal the problematic area.
Curvature (G2)
Enabling this checkbox will create a curvaturecontinuous fillet rather than a tangent-continuous fillet.
Curvature-continuous fillets appear smoother to the eye,
so enabling this is recommended when creating larger
aesthetic blend-type surfaces. However, the resulting
fillet may be more difficult to manufacture (i.e. it will not
be circular in profile) and will also result in a more
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complex fillet surface geometry (which could impact
downstream model performance or robustness).
Therefore, only enable this when aesthetic quality is an
important consideration.

Corner Type

Rolling Ball

Corner Type

Corner Type

Setback

Controls the shape of corner fillets (i.e. where three or
more fillet edges meet at a point). By default these will
be simple Rolling Ball corners. For a softer transition
shape at corners, use the Setback option. If your fillet is
encountering problems and corner fillets are involved,
try changing this option to see if this provides improved
results.
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Rule Fillet
Used to create intelligent fillets on model faces and features.

Input Features/Faces
Specifies the features and/or faces to fillet. Features can
be picked from the timeline, and faces can be picked
from the canvas.
By default, all edges belonging to the selected
features/faces will be filleted. Changing the Scope
Options and Topology Options settings will act to ‘filter’
the number of edges included in the operation.
Radius
Specified the size of the fillets.

Scope Options

All Edges

Input feature

Scope Options
Determines whether to include all edges from the
selected features/faces, or only edges interfacing with
other features.
•
•
Scope Options

Input feature

Against Features

Against feature

All Edges will include all edges in the operation.
Against Features will prompt you to pick
Against Features that intersect with the existing
selection. Pick these from the timeline. Once
selected, only edges that shared by both the
Input Features/Faces and Against Features
will be filleted.
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Topology Options

Any

Input feature

Topology Options
Topology Options

All Rounds

Determines whether to fillet all in-scope edges, fillet only
convex edges, or fillet only concave edges.
•

Input feature

•
•

Topology Options

Any will include all in-scope edges in the
operation.
All Fillets will only fillet concave (‘inner’) model
edges.
All Rounds will only fillet convex (‘outer’) model
edges.

All Fillets

Input feature
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Delete/Remove
Used to delete geometry from the model.

The Delete tool uses different behaviors depending on
your selection and the workspace you are in. It’s worth
understanding these behaviors to ensure that the tool
gives you the results you expect.

Faces to delete

Delete Faces
Selecting one or more faces and pressing the Delete
key (or using the Delete command) will have one of
two behaviors, depending on the workspace you are
in:
•

Result in MODEL workspace

•
Result in PATCH workspace

In the Model/Sheet Metal workspaces,
deleting faces will remove the faces from the
model, and then re-extend + re-intersect the
surrounding geometry to heal up the deleted
area and re-form a solid body. This is an
extremely useful and powerful tool for
removing unwanted geometry such as sliver
faces or small fillets. However, this healing
stage can be a tricky calculation, especially for
complex geometry, so if a Delete operation
fails or takes a long time to complete, it is
probably related to the healing stage of the
process encountering an issue.
Adding/removing faces from the selection and
trying again my help resolve unexpected
failures.
In the Patch workspace, deleting faces will
remove them from the model, but will not
attempt to heal the delete area, which will
result in open gaps on the model where the
deleted faces were. If the faces were deleted
from a solid body, this will now be an open
surface body, so you will need to use the
surfacing tools (such as Patch or Loft) to fill-in
the missing regions, then use Stitch to form a
solid body again.
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Delete Bodies
There are actually two commands you can use to
delete a body from the model, Delete and Remove:
•

•

Delete is invoked by selecting the bodies, then
pressing the Delete key or using the Delete
command. This is a ‘hard’ deletion of the body,
in that it will attempt to remove all traces of the
selected bodies, including the timeline features
used to create the bodies. The downside of this
approach is that it may adversely affect other
timeline features that reference the bodies or
their dependent features.
Remove is invoked by selecting the bodies to
delete, right-clicking and selecting Remove.
This is a ‘soft’ deletion of the body, in that it will
simply add a timeline feature at the current
position in time representing the removal of this
body from the model. The body will still exist
before this node in the timeline, so this is not a
‘pure’ deletion of the body. However, this is far
more straightforward to compute, and has no
risk of adversely affecting dependent
geometry.
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